A Message from our President & CEO

From advancements in medical approaches to the Coronavirus to the reopening of schools and businesses, 2021 gave us reasons to reflect on where we’ve come from, celebrate how we moved forward and continue working toward a brighter future for everyone.

At TGR Foundation, the celebration of our 25th year anniversary was a constant reminder of what we can achieve when we work together. It also served as our inflection point in the continued commitment to fulfill our mission and vision.

We have the great responsibility and privilege of guiding and preparing the next generation of students for their future. I know we are as committed as ever to making that happen.

One of our greatest highlights of 2021 lies in the partnerships we’ve built as we continue our mission to empower youth through education. The Pathways Forward initiative welcomed partners with innovative opportunities and solutions to help students on their personal path to success.

As we build on 25 years of impact, the support from our community of donors, partners and volunteers will continue to shape our work moving forward. I look forward to your partnership in the years ahead as we impact more lives through our education programs.

Gordon McNeill, President & CEO, TGR Foundation
In 2021 TGR Foundation celebrated 25 years of impact while working to enhance and expand our free education programs and resources to serve more students, educators and families around the world.

We continued to meet the needs of our community while navigating challenges of the pandemic through a variety of formats including in-person, online and hybrid.

2M+ STUDENTS reached collectively to date

4.5K+ STUDENTS impacted by STEM, college and career workshops

3K+ HOURS professional learning

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS:

- 85% STUDENTS live at or below the poverty level
- 91% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS are first generation college students
- 60% EDUCATORS that attend our trainings work at Title I Schools

52% Male

48% Female

Tiger Woods, Founder

“‘I’m proud of our growth over the last 25 years. Together we are preparing kids for whatever direction they want to go - college or into a career. It is up to us to provide support on the pathway they choose. I’m excited for our new projects that will help even more students chase after their dreams.’"
STUDENT IMPACT

Through STEM courses and academic support offered through the TGR Learning Lab, students continued to explore their interests while gaining new skills in subjects from artificial intelligence and graphic design to biomedicine and zoology.

- **Partnered** with local school districts to provide STEM courses to elementary, middle and high school students
- **Launched** 12 courses to expose students to STEM fields and develop transferrable skills on their paths to career success

2,704 STUDENTS

participated in virtual and in-person STEM courses offered through the TGR Learning Lab and mobile class model, which delivered our curriculum at local elementary and middle schools

Christopher Cornell
TGR Learning Lab Student, 10th Grade

“I learned how to code from scratch and make my own 3D printed figures. I like being a student at the TGR Learning Lab because I get to participate in fun, creative and unique classes that are not typically offered in school.”
SCHOLAR IMPACT

The Earl Woods Scholar Program provides holistic support to high-achieving students from underresourced communities pursuing higher education. The program begins working with students in 11th grade and provides support throughout their collegiate journeys and beyond. In 2021, the program continued to support its students virtually while expanding opportunities and resources beyond scholars in the program.

EARL WOODS SCHOLAR PROGRAM

- **95 undergraduate scholars** supported on their path to college graduation and career success
- **25 Earl Woods Scholars** graduated from colleges and universities across the country
- **Launched monthly financial wellness series** for Earl Woods Scholars and alumni covering topics from budgeting to investing and more

COLLEGE AND CAREER PREPARATION

- **31 college and career prep workshops** provided for high school and college students
- **1,754 students** participated in college and career preparation workshops
- **Launched scholarship course**, in partnership with Learn & Earn, giving students an opportunity to earn money toward their college and career goals through an investment account started upon completion of the course

Karina Ramirez
EWSP Class of 2022

“ The Earl Woods Scholar Program has been nothing short of life changing. I’ve really felt like each staff member has really gotten to know me and gotten to know what I need to be able to help me move forward. I’ve grown in confidence, independence and so many other life skills.”
EDUCATOR IMPACT

Whether educators returned to in-person class formats or engaged students in virtual or hybrid formats, our professional learning programs continued to provide tools, resources and best practices to help them keep students engaged and prevent learning gaps.

7.5K

EDUCATORS

reached through tools and resources on our free digital platform, TGR EDU: Explore

- **3,169 hours** of professional learning programs delivered to educators
- **416 educators** served through virtual professional learning opportunities
- **Developed** micro-credentialing pathway in partnership with Digital Promise
- **Launched** cohort model of professional learning program with educators in the Anaheim Union High School District

“TGR Foundation’s educator training program has been invaluable for my growth as a teacher. I have built lasting relationships with educators and my students have benefited from student-centered and project-based learning. What makes TGR Foundation’s teacher training program unique is that you experience the pedagogy from the perspective of both the teacher and the student.”

Stanley Abe, Science Teacher
Fred Newhart Middle School
COMMUNITY IMPACT

Holistic support is a cornerstone of our programs. Through collaboration with our community partners and generosity from our donors and volunteers, we were able to identify and help meet the needs of students, educators and families we serve.

- **Hosted three-part health series** for Spanish-speaking students and families in partnership with Providence

- **156 volunteers** provided 1,280 hours of community service through academic support, industry career panels and mentorship

Kenya Beckmann, Regional Chief Philanthropy Officer, Providence

“TGR Foundation and Providence are so aligned in our mission and the energy and enthusiasm we’re bringing to some of the world’s most complex problems. These are hard problems, but they’re problems worth solving. When I think about the future, I’m so optimistic about what we can do together.”
PARTNER IMPACT

Integrated partnerships help us to continue existing programs and expand our offerings to provide more opportunities for youth to gain exposure, skills and preparation for current and emerging careers. Through collaborative partnerships, we designed and implemented new programs that allow students to explore their interests, identify their vision of success and build a pathway to reach it.

We’re trying to discover synergies between the types of lifestyles our learners want to live and the exciting and emerging careers that align with those lifestyles. We’re thrilled to explore this with TGR Foundation as both of our organizations continue helping young people reach their full potential.”

Nick Gross, Co-founder
Find Your Grind
EVENT IMPACT

TGR Live produces unforgettable events that benefit TGR Foundation’s education programs.

TGR Live events are dedicated to creating amazing experiences for our partners and donors at world-class venues. TGR Live operates two annual PGA TOUR tournaments and three signature events, each of which combine the best in hospitality, entertainment, amenities and service.

TGR Live’s commitment to excellence is driven by a passion to create a lasting impact on our guests and an even larger impact on youth from underresourced communities.

For more information, visit TGRLive.com or check out the 2022 event schedule.
EMPLOYEE AND LEADERSHIP IMPACT

Our impact on youth would not be possible without the passion and dedication of our employees, who bring our mission and values to life every day as we work toward our vision.

- **Engaged staff** through personal and professional development opportunities led by members of the including Values Committee, Wellness Committee and a staff retreat planning committee

- **Updated diversity statement in our core values** to better reflect our vision of diversity, equity and inclusion

- **Launched DEI committee** to ensure diversity, equity and inclusion are embedded in all of our programs and events

- **Launched peer-to-peer employee recognition program** to recognize staff achievements

MISSION
Empowering students to pursue their passions through education

VISION
A world where opportunity is universal and potential is limitless

VALUES
Start with Passion, Own It, Create Synergy, Drive Change, Embrace Diversity
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*TGR Foundation gratefully acknowledges donors who made gifts between January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2021. Please notify the Office of Advancement of any errors or omissions so we can update our records.
BEYOND
25 YEARS OF IMPACT

Looking ahead to 2022 and beyond our programs will continue to drive impact and transformation through new and existing opportunities.

• The flagship TGR Learning Lab in Anaheim, CA will unveil re-imagined technological enhancements and reopen the building to students and surrounding communities in 2022.

• Our partners at satellite TGR Learning Lab sites across the country will reopen Expanded Learning Programs offering STEM courses and academic support sessions to help students explore their interests and build skills on their paths to success.

• The Earl Woods Scholar Program will expand to help more students in Los Angeles, Orange County and Washington D.C. pursue higher education and career success each year.

• The TGR Learning Lab will expand its STEM, college and career programs to Los Angeles students at a new state-of-the-art youth center being developed in partnership with the Kimmelman Foundation and the USTA Foundation.

As we work toward our mission and vision, we invite you to join us to empower more youth through education on their paths to college and career success.

CHARITY NAVIGATOR
Four Star Charity
TGR Foundation has earned the highest rating from the leading charity evaluator for nine consecutive years.